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0 of 0 review helpful Loved it Wonderful By Russ Loved it Wonderful if VERY selective photo history with 
interesting albeit brief text Will be loved by anyone who ever had anything to do with the Uptown area of Minneapolis 
Highly recommended should have been at least twice as long Would have given it 5 stars were it not so poorly made A 
few pages at both the front and back quite literally have fallen out Pity One of Minneapolis most celebrated 
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communities Uptown is a distinct group of four vibrant neighborhoods that have long offered a host of cultural 
treasures to residents and visitors alike In addition to the entertainment provided by the area s nightspots and lakes 
Uptown also has a long history of presenting its residents with a wide range of housing choices schools churches and 
temples parks restaurants and stores This book uses rare photographs to document and About the Author Authors 
Thatcher Imboden and Cedar Imboden Phillips were born and raised in Uptown Mr Imboden is pursuing a degree in 
urban studies from the University of Minnesota and has worked as a volunteer for the Uptown Art Fair for seven years 
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